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i used an alternate route and followed the instructions at and a few minutes later i had
this driver working smoothly on my laptop. trying to compile it on the raspib+ was

quite another story with cryptic failure messages that somehow i figured were related
to unavailability of kernel headers etc. normally, the operating systems available for
raspberry pi such as raspbian, dietpi etc. are updated quickly to support latest linux

kernel, driver modules, and supporting packages. the oses support a range of generic
usb wi-fi adapters without any issue. no so in this case. after trying for hours to build
the drivers, including thinking of doing a cross-compile on the intel laptop, i began

looking for someone who had possibly managed to build the drivers for this device and
had made the binaries available for download. normally it is not a good practice to

download binary drivers made by strangers, but i was at the end of my patience and i
would accept a build from a source that appeared trustworthy. now if it is true then
you can go and there some variant of drivers available for the wifi adapters so you

need to check.in my case the driver rtl8188fu worked fine and supported.but in your
case it may be different. so after googling i got a forum link of linuxmint linux mint

forums try this: you need to establish temporary internet by other means for this. also,
you need to have disabled secure boot in the bios of your computer. launch a terminal
window (this is how to launch a terminal window) and copy/paste the commands into

the terminal. after that i go to the github and get the required commands in
aterminal.and all set after a reboot.
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The download link provided by the fars-robotics website points to a Windows binary
driver, which when install results in the user needing to run a command to install the

drivers for WiFi, Ethernet and Bluetooth. The result of which is that a new device
appears in the network connections and Bluetooth section in settings. Unfortunately I

wasn't able to get this driver working. LinuxThere were no packages available for
installing the latest driver file, compiled from the latest release, for the 8188 family of

cards. The only way for me to get the latest driver version installed was to edit the
kernel source. The one patch being applied to the kernel is for support of the 802.11ac
/ Bluetooth 4.1 standard. Using the downloaded drivers from the USB8188 patchset on

the kernel patchage forum by rheron works just fine. There were no packages
available for installing the latest driver file, compiled from the latest release, for the

8188 family of cards. The only way for me to get the latest driver version installed was
to edit the kernel source. The one patch being applied to the kernel is for support of

the 802.11ac / Bluetooth 4.1 standard. Using the downloaded drivers from the
USB8188 patchset on the kernel patchage forum by rheron works just fine.

WindowsFor Realtek PCIe WLAN Family Controller. The driver released on the website
only supports the following

products:RTL8723BE/RTL8821AE/RTL8822BE/RTL8821CE/RTL8723DE: WLAN/Bluetooth
combo solutions, need to install WLAN and Bluetooth

driversRTL8812AE/RTL8192EE/RTL8188EE: WLAN-only solutions, install WLAN driver
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